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In 2021, the Scallopers Campaign engaged Northern Economics, Inc. (NEI), based in Anchorage, Alaska, to prepare
a data-driven assessment on the potential impacts of leasing in the Limited Access (LA) Sea Scallop Fishery. Data
analysis for the assessment, entitled “Potential Impacts of the Concept to Allow Leasing in the Limited Access
Scallop Fishery,” was conducted during the first half of 2021 and focused on the potential impacts among the 250
standard, full-time, LA-permitted vessels. Leasing among the 54 full-time, small dredge-permitted vessels or the 31
part-time small dredge-permitted vessels was not evaluated, likely understating the report’s conclusions.
The assessment analyzed the Scallopers Campaign LA leasing concept, which includes a series of commonsense
parameters, including limiting the amount of leasing so that no vessel may fish more than two allocations, each
permit retains its individual identity, and protections are in place for other fisheries. Based on the vessel and
permit information available from GARFO, the hypothetical leasing scenario outlined in the assessment identified
114 lessor/lessee matches that would enable 114 standard full-time LA scallop vessels to harvest two allocations.
Under this scenario, NEI was asked to investigate:
• Potential reductions in fuel use when fishing and when vessels are in port
• Potential reductions in greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions
• Potential cost savings to owners as older and less efficient vessels are retired
• Potential impacts to crew members
The analysis yielded the following bottom-line results:
• Annual trip-based fuel savings: 141,315 fewer gallons of diesel burned
• Annual trip-based CO2 emissions: 1,439 fewer metric tons of CO2 emitted
• Annual non-fishing days fuel savings: 993,024 fewer gallons of diesel burned
• Annual non-fishing days CO2 emissions: 10,109 fewer metric tons of CO2 emitted
• Annual cost reductions: $12.19M for standard, full-time LA vessel owners, collectively
Overall, with leasing as modelled, standard, full-time scallop vessels were projected to burn 1.13 million fewer
gallons of diesel annually, resulting in 11,548 fewer metric tons of CO2 emissions in the atmosphere.
Although quantification of the impacts of leasing on crew members could not be done with available data, the
NEI assessment cited the 2020 Scallopers Campaign survey results, which strongly suggested that permit leasing
would have minimal impacts on crew employment. Of the 172 vessels responding to the survey, 89% already use
their crews to manage more than one vessel. Under the leasing concept, crew that now shift between vessels
would likely remain with just one vessel throughout the year, similar to the current crew practice of fishing on
more than one vessel. The full NEI assessment can be found here or at https://www.scalloperscampaign.org/.

